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Innovation grant seeks input

4By Rebecca Wheatley
staff writer

Recently, The Utah State
University Facilities department created the Innovation
Transportation Grant, which
is a project to help improve
key transportation issues on
campus. Now they are seeking proposals from students,
faculty and staff on how the
money should be used.
Jordy Guth, an architect for

the USU Facilities department
and the head of this project,
said Facilities is hoping to
engage the rest of the university in a discussion about transportation on campus and how
problems can be solved.
“Most people have experienced some congestion from
walking, riding bikes or trying to cross the roads. People
may be be having concerns
about safety or parking,” Guth
said. “Facilities tries to create
a better campus for everybody

through buildings, grounds,
roads and all other aspects.”
The grant allows for a budget of up to $25,000, Guth
said. However, she also said
the proposals don’t need to
take up the entire budget.
“The money doesn’t go a
long way in funding infrastructure,” Guth said. “There
could be educational programs, bike share programs,
things like that. And you don’t
have to apply for the whole
amount.”

Guth said there is a possibility that multiple proposals
could be accepted, if they don’t
take up the entire fund.
“We could have several awards,” Guth said. “For
instance, if you wanted to put
in a bike rack, that would be
a smaller budget. Sometimes
the lower-priced ideas help
more than the other ones.”
Guth said anyone who has
an idea on how to improve the
transportation aspects of campus should submit a proposal.

Legacy tenants readjust
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor

When Holly Bogdan took
over management of Legacy
Apartments two months ago
she found out that a large
amount of the apartments
were in violation of North
Logan zoning laws.
“Clearly there was a miscommunication between management and tenants and we find
ourselves in this situation and
we’re really doing anything we
can to keep people happy and
I think most people are leaving happy,” Bogdan said. “I get

that it’s frustrating.”
Bogdan speculates that more
than 50 percent of residents of
Legacy Apartments are Utah
State University students.
In North Logan no more
than four unrelated people can
live in the same place together.
Bogdan discovered that there
was an issue with this particular law when the police came
questioning the parking situation.
“They wanted an answer to
the parking and I said that I’d
look into it and that’s when I
started to realize that there
were more people in the apart-

ments than should have been,”
Bogdan said.
So Bogdan is working with
tenants to comply with the
zoning laws.
“People have been incredibly nice and I know there
are people that are unhappy,
but I think the ones that have
come in and talked to me we’ve
worked out a solution,” Bogdan
said. “We are bending over
backwards to accommodate
people and to follow through
on our end of the agreement.”
Some tenants, like sophomore physical education major
Matthew May, have to decide
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whether to split up their apartment into multiple apartments, or simply move out.
“Right now, as for me and
my apartment, some of us are
deciding whether or not we
are going to stay or we are
going to leave,” May said. “We
are deciding whether to move
out or just change our contracts and actually make them
legal. We haven’t quite decided
because there is quite a few
of us and most of us that are
under violation are all friends.”
The current leases, which
pre-date Bogdan’s management, are not valid if they are
in violation of the zoning laws.
“There are the occupancy
laws in the zoning and that
trumps our lease,” Bodgan
said. “If the lease is signed
incorrectly by us it’s voided
because it doesn’t follow the
occupancy laws.”
“The management has been
pretty good now. Since the old
management left they are willing to drop our payment so
that they are closer to what
we are paying now. It’s a little
bit more but not much more
so they are compensating us a
lot for the mistake that they’ve
made,” May said.
Bogdan also had to address
the parking situation.
“We are just re-distributing
parking passes in more even,
two for a two bedroom, three
for a three bedroom,” Bogdan
said.
— dahdahjm@gmail.com
Twitter: @dahdahUSU

“This is set up for anybody
affiliated with campus,” Guth
said. “Any student or employee who has an idea on how to
improve some aspect of campus can submit.”
This will likely be a onetime opportunity for students
and faculty to give their input
on transportation issues they
see, Guth said.
“This idea has to do with
the fact that we can’t know
everything that’s happening
on campus,” Guth said. “It’s

great to get input from people and hear about particular
intersections that are hard to
cross or other problems that
they’re experiencing.”
Guth said USU Facilities is
also working with the USU
Sustainability Council on this
project. She said sustainability should be a key part of the
proposals.
“We’ve got a lot of air quality problems here,” Guth said.

jSee GRANT, Page 3

Big Blue advocates
for students voting

Kylee Larsen photo

USU’S MASCOT BIG BLUE encourages students to
vote on the Taggart Student Patio on Wednesday. Big Blue
was taking photos with people who voted.

Sustainability implements new waste system at Utah State
4By Chris Campbell
senior writer

Recycling on campus is
now easier thanks to efforts
by the Utah State University’s
Sustainability Council — part
of USU facilities.
For the last two weeks, standardized recycling bins were
set up throughout campus.
They are clearly marked “waste
only,” “paper only” and “cans
and bottles.” On top, there are
different shapes that correspond to what goes inside.
Nate Schwartz, recycling
coordinator at USU, said the
intention of the new bins is to
eliminate confusion. He said
the old bins were different
sizes and not marked very well.
“When they’re that way, people aren’t sure sometimes what
to put in them when they’re
in a hurry,” Schwartz said.
“When you standardize them
all, they see a paper bin in one
place or a container one in one

place.”
Camilla Bottelberghe, a
senior majoring in environmental studies and intern for
the sustainability council, said
the idea came from the fact
that other universities have
standardized bins that are easy
to read, which USU lacked.
“We kind of had random
bin sizes and they weren’t well
labeled,” Bottelberghe said.
“And so we really wanted to
get bins that would basically
be consistent throughout all
the buildings on campus and
very easy to use.”
Bottelberghe said having
these new bins takes away barriers that prevent people from
recycling.
“I think a lot of people don’t
recycle because it’s inconvenient or it’s hard to understand,” Bottelberghe said. “But
these bins will just make it a lot
easier.”
Alexi Lamm, sustainability
coordinator at USU, said facil-

ities was able to fund certain
buildings but not others.
For places that facilities did
not have funding, Bottelberghe
and Sara Simmons, a junior
in environmental studies,
applied for Blue Goes Green
grants during the spring
semester.
Blue Goes Green grants are
funds students can apply for
if they want to do a sustainability project. According to
the USU sustainability website,
they are paid for by students in
fees of $0.25 per credit hour.
Simmons, who was an intern
for the sustainability council
when she and Bottelberghe
applied for the grants, said Blue
Goes Green funded the new
bins in the Taggart Student
Center and the Merrill-Cazier
Library.
Simmons said not every
building on campus got the
new bins, but the sustainabil

jSee RECYCLE, Page 2
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Utah State University introduces
new accounting certification
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor

		 Utah State University will
soon offer a certificate in United
States Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles, or US
GAAP. USU announced that it
will team up with international accounting seminars, or
IAseminars, which is a global
finance training company based
in London, to do the certification.
“They do accounting seminars
all over the world, this is where
they are really helpful to us. We’ve
got the Utah network all figured
out, we’ve got all of our students
here that can do this exam, but
we don’t necessarily have that network around the world,” said Dr.
Chris Skousen, an assistant professor at USU. “So IAseminars has
approximately forty thousand
clients that they’ve had so that
natural distribution of potential
individuals out there in the world
that we can connect to USU and
allow them to do this certificate.”
The curriculum will still be put
together by USU accounting professors like Dr. Timothy Seidel,
an assistant accounting professor.
“At this point we are in the

Jeffrey Dahdah photo
DR. CHRIS SKOUSEN WORKS on his computer. Skoursen has headed the development of the
new US GAAP program in cooperation with IAseminars.

phase of, we’ve put together most
of those online materials with the
assessment test and things like
that,” Seidel said. “I believe that
coming up in the future, next
few months to the next year, we’ll
probably start seeing if we can

identify people sign up for the
course essentially and going out
and teaching during those seminars.”
The process involves an online
curriculum followed by a fourday seminar and a final exam on

the content.
The certification does not
come with any college credit and
the program will be available to
both those enrolled at USU and
not enrolled. However it is free for
USU students and costs $4,495

otherwise.
“If a USU student wants to do
it, we offer it to them for free,”
Skousen said. “They are going
to have to have a certain skillset beforehand. So if you look at
an accounting student, they are
going to take the classes that they
need to be able to pass that exam
by the time they graduate.”
US GAAP is the most commonly used financial reporting
system in the U.S. It is also frequently used worldwide for companies that have ties to the U.S.
“What we find, is that you
have global companies all over
the world that have divisions
throughout the world, have subsidiaries throughout the world
and even international companies throughout the world that
use US GAAP,” Skousen said. “If
you are somewhere in the world
and you work for a company that
needs to prepare financial statements following these U.S. standards, it’s beneficial for you to be
able to demonstrate that you have
knowledge of that, wherever you
are.”
Seidel hopes that the certificate and the cooperation with
IAseminars will bolster USU’s

presence both nationally and
internationally.
“It not only gives us an opportunity to get out and meet with
and mingle with practitioners
and others who want to learn
more about US GAAP, but it also
gives us an opportunity to get
Utah State’s name out there and
increase it’s brand reputation,”
Seidel said. “Being an earlier kind
of first mover in this will kind of
help I think with building up that
reputation and that brand.”
The program is also expected to help students, not just by
providing them with the education on a widely used financial
reporting system, but by gaining
connections.
“For most of our students that
are going to go on and try to be
certified public accountants, or
CPA’s, that covers the US GAAP
certificate, plus it covers tax law,
business law, IRS standards,
all of those other areas as well,”
Skousen said. “It’s potentially a
great benefit for our students as
well.”

— dahdahjm@gmail.com
Twitter: @dahdahUSU

Why Americans should embrace global competition
Coming of age in the business world, one thing that
has always confused me is
the apprehension that some
of us, as Americans, feel towards globalization.
Whether it’s through tariffs, “Buy American” bumper
stickers, or negative reactions
towards offshore outsourcing, manifestations of our
fearful protectionism are everywhere. We shy away from
global competition all too often.
Growing up in a blue-collar area, everywhere I went I
seemed to encounter this notion that global trade harms
Americans and we’re better
off doing business within our
borders. I didn’t understand.
I wondered how buying a
Ford, instead of its less expensive and more durable Honda counterpart, makes you a
good American. Sure, your
consumption allows American producers to make a nice

profit, but why should it be
necessary? Why aren’t our
prices competitive?
As I learned more about
the economy – in those
days, this happened during
random living room talks
with my father - I understood that buying overpriced American goods is
in fact not good for our citizens; it harms them.
When American companies sell goods at disproportionately high prices – which
is what buyers of those
goods allow them to do they become content with
the status quo. We eliminate
their need to be competitive. We let them think that
even though a worker’s labor
might be worth 15 dollars an
hour, they can demand 20,
drive prices up to cover it and
we’ll still buy from them despite the existence of cheap
foreign alternatives.
Perhaps worst of all, is that

Levi Henrie
Money
Talks

this phenomenon self-perpetuates. As companies become
accustomed to preferential
treatment and continue to
demand even greater entitlements, the price disparity between them and foreign rivals
becomes larger, increasing
their lack of competitiveness
and ability to sell goods without favoritism.
The sad truth is that even-

Recycle

From Page 1

ity counsel tried to put them in places that
had the biggest flow of students.
Bottelberghe said she thinks increasing
recycling on campus will make waste management more efficient.
“I think that having all the students on
campus recycling and kind of making that
the new norm will have a huge impact on
the amount of waste that USU puts out,”
Bottelberghe said.
Lamm said recycling on campus is a conservation issue as it saves space in landfills,
but it is also a financial issue. She said aluminum and white paper can be sold, and the
school has to pay a fee to put anything in the
landfill.
“So we’re kind of taking a double hit,”
Lamm said.
Simmons said recycling is a small thing
everyone can do to make an impact.
“It’s an easy way that we can kind of make
a little difference or at least feel like we’re
making a difference, not only for the university but just for the well-being of our community,” Simmons said. “And I think if we are
responsible enough to go out and buy waste,
we should be responsible enough to dispose
of it the right way.”
— topherwriter@gmail.com
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tually consumer’s pocket
books win out over their patriotism. They do what was
previously unthinkable: Buy
Chinese (or Korean, Dominican, Sri Lankan, or whoever
else wants to sell for a good
price). Meanwhile, American
companies, now unable to
pay the exorbitant wages demanded by their workers, go
bankrupt.
So what alternative does
this leave us? The workers
have needs too. They may
have demanded higher wages because their families
need it.
The answer is to embrace
competition, not stymie it.
On face value, it may seem
overly simplistic: pay people
what they’re worth, buy the
cheapest goods available. To
some it may seem that the
workers will starve. However,
history shows that they won’t.
Creating a system where
income reflects the true val-

ue of labor given creates a
powerful incentive for workers to increase their performance. Whether they do so
by simply more efficient and
harder work, or through innovation and education is up to
them, but history shows that
they will find a way. Furthermore, when they do we’ll all
benefit.
Take the rust belt cities of
Cleveland and Buffalo. Once
among the hardest hit cities
by the recession in the whole
U.S., they’re now experiencing an economic boom.
What happened? As factory
workers have confronted the
reality that companies can’t
afford to pay inflated wages anymore and that wages
based on real-value won’t pay
the bills, they’ve gone back
to school and many now fill
higher paying technical jobs.
However the benefit is
not limited to the citizens of
Cleveland and Buffalo. Many

of the factory jobs previously
occupied by rust belt workers have been outsourced to
foreigners, who receive them
enthusiastically knowing that
American companies often
provide better salaries and
benefits than those in their
native country can.
While older workers may
still oppose the competition
that would in fact stimulate
them and others both foreign and domestic, toward
economic well-being, we can
do better. Ours should be the
generation that jumps head
on into a competitive global
economy. After all, it will both
happen and help you, whether you want it to or not.
— Levi is a sophomore from
St. George majoring in
economics and international
studies. You can email him at
levi.henrie@aggiemail.usu.edu
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New play rolls
through weekend
4By Melanie
Fenstermaker

changed from its original style, the
costumes and mannerisms of the
characters still reflect the time peristaff writer
od.
“It’s absolutely period,” Spelbring
Characters in paper mâché wigs,
said.
“The makeup is period, the
men in heels and women in corsets
all made an appearance at the open- hair is period, the clothes are periing night of the Utah State University od.”
The play’s costheater
tume
designers have
departspent several weeks
ment’s proJason Spelbring creating 18th-centuduction of
play director
ry-style clothes and
“The Game
paper mâché wigs.
of Love and
“Our hair is
Chance.”
literally
paper, and
Tuesday
it’s amazing,” said
was
the
Krya Sorenson, who
play’s openplays Silvia, the lead
ing night,
female role.
which was
Along with
held
in
the
18th-centuthe Black
ry-style costumes,
Box Studio
Sorenson said the
Theater.
actors have to adopt
They will
mannerisms on
perform
stage that are fornightly at
eign to them.
7:30 p.m.
”The
way
one
carries oneself in
until Saturday.
The play is about a wealthy man that period is very different from
and woman who are betrothed, now,” Sorenson said. “In contempothough they have never met. During rary [shows], you’re very slouched
the play, both the man and the and comfortable and open, but back
woman choose to trade places with then it was very upright and proptheir lower-class servants in order to er.”
Spelbring spent much of the
assess each other before their wedrehearsal
period teaching the cast
ding date. In the end, the wealthy
the
new
movements.
man and woman end up falling in
“Getting actors in their body in
love despite their role change.
this
time period is foreign,” said
“It’s a love story about what hapSpelbring.
“It’s challenging intropens when you try and take conducing
it
and
keeping it consistent.”
trol of love,” said Jason Spelbring,
The eight-person cast and the
the play’s director. “Love prevails
crew have had six weeks to prepare
throughout.”
The play was originally writ- for the show, which is just over two
ten in the 18th century by French hours in length.
“The amount of work we had to
playwright Pierre de Marivaux, but
do
is insane,” Sorenson said.
the version the Utah State theater
Sorenson said the show will be
department produced was translated by American playwright Steven a unique experience for audience
Wadsworth. This has made the play members.
“It’s unlike a lot of shows that
easier to understand, according to
we’ve
done in the past,” Sorenson
Spelbring.
said.
“I
think that’s what makes it
“You’re going to hear and understand everything that’s going on,” enticing.”
Spelbring said. “It’s not going to be
— melmo12@gmail.com
confusing at all.”
Twitter:
@mcfenstermaker
Although the language has been

It’s a love story
about what
happens when
you try and take
control of love.
Love prevails
throughout.

”
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www.skithebeav.com

The Beaver Mountain Snowsports
School is accepting applications for
part time instructors in skiing and
snowboarding.
Applicants must have at least
intermediate skiing or snowboarding
skills and a passion for teaching all
ages.
Application forms can be obtained at
www.skithebeav.com or at the Beaver
Mountain Office
Please submit an application and
resume at the Beaver Mountain office
1351 E 700 N, Logan, UT 84321
For information email debbie@skithebeav.com or
call 435-753-0921

File photo
CACHE VALLEY CONSISTENTLY receives national recognition for having bad air quality. The innovation transportation grant
looks to in part present alternative modes of transportation.

Grant
From Page 1
“We know our carbon footprint is large and that has
to do with commuting students and employees. We’re
trying to help solve those
problems.”

According to the USU
Sustainability Council’s statement on the grant, proposals can address a variety of
topics, including safety, infrastructure, improving access
on campus, raising awareness
about transportation issues
and environmental concerns.
“Individuals or groups may
apply,” the statement said.
“Faculty, staff and student

collaborations and cross-disciplinary teams are encouraged.
Groups must identify a leader
who will also be the responsible party.”
The statement said proposals are due at 5 p.m. on Nov.
24. Awards will be announced
by Dec. 12. Early submissions
are “encouraged and appreciated.”
Guth said the innovation

aspect of this project means
that people should be creative.
She also said anyone on campus who has an idea should
submit.
“We tell people to be creative and have fun with it,”
Guth said.

— wheatie_7@yahoo.com
Twitter: @wheatstweets7
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Haunted history surrounds campus
4By Katie Lambert

branch outside, trying to get
into the window. It’s not a scary
dream, like nobody wakes up
On a campus haunted by his- scared; it’s just she’s always trytory, students don’t have to look ing to get into the house.”
far for ghost stories steeped in
Believed to be a benevolent
Utah State University tradition.
ghost, Patty is known to wander
the house at night, often checkHouse Ghosts
ing on the girls.
The Kappa Delta sorority may
“Both of my roommates will
house more than just the living. go to sleep around midnight, and
Lights flickering, doors slam- I’ll come home around one,” Hill
ming and items moving on their said. “I will close the door, push
own have all been attributed hard because with our door you
push really hard to close it. I’ll
to the house
walk around
ghost, Patty.
my bed, put
“She
just
Kasidie Hill
my pajamas
likes to mess
junior
on, the door
with people,
will open. It’s
but it’s always
always creepy
‘don’t be stuwhen it opens
pid’ kind of
because
it
stuff,”
said
opens
real
Kasidie Hill, a
slow. And I’m
Kappa Delta
like,
‘Patty!
member and
Get out!” and
junior in famshe will slam
ily and conthe door.”
sumer science.
The super“Like if anynatural
fun
one is gossipisn’t
reserved
ing, like being
exclusively for
snotty, that’s
girls. The Phi
when
the
Kappa Alpha
lights start to flicker. If anyone
fraternity
house
has their tale
is rolling their eyes during meetof
the
Eternal
Brother,
John Levi
ings, that’s when the light start
to go off. She just likes to keep us Liechty. According to a special
in line and make sure everyone collection document authored
by former Phi Kappa Alpha
follows the rules.”
How Patty died and came to member, Ernest Cooper, Liechhaunt the house are unclear, Hill ty died in a car accident outside
said, though it’s believed she the fraternity house. In the docdidn’t die in the house. Rath- ument, Cooper wrote of his own
experience when he was about to
er, residents of room 13 have
sleep through his final exam, but
shared the same dream of a girl
awoke to what he thought was
in a white dress trying to enter
someone singing in his room.
the house.
Cooper believed it was Leitchy,
“Everyone in room 13 thus because the singing stopped
far, at least one girl a year, has when he woke to find the room
had this dream where this girl
in all white is just coming,” Hill
said. “Like standing on the tree jSee GHOSTS, Page 5
asst. features editor

“

Five films
to watch
Halloween
weekend

Halloween is a day away,
and since we’re all too old
to trick-or-treat, what better
way to celebrate than with a
few good movies? A Halloween movie night can be spent
watching films like “Halloween” or “Freddy Kruger,” but
from time to time I enjoy a film
that won’t have me sleeping
with a baseball bat next to my
bed. Here’s a glimpse at the
top five films that are a little
more scare-free without losing
that Halloween spirit.

Everyone in room
13 thus far, at
least one girl a
year, has had this
dream where this
girl all in white is
just coming.

Jacob Wolin

Film
reviews

”

Nick Carpenter photo
THE WEEPING WOMAN STATUE, a well-known figure in the Logan Cemetery, is
known to cry real tears when visited at night and told, “weep, woman, weep.”

5. “The Nightmare Before
Christmas” I know; this movie
is not a big stretch for a Halloween movie list. But even
so, Tim Burton’s classic adventure of Jack the Pumpkin King
stealing Christmas for himself
will definitely leave you entertained. You will surely get
shivers running down your arm
when you see the Oogie Boogie for the first time. With the

jSee FILMS, Page 5

Ballet company brings ‘Beauty and the Beast’ to life

Performance follows story of original fairytale with surreal twist
4By Sadie Herrera
senior writer

State Street Ballet’s “Beauty and
the Beast” ditches dancing teacups
for a surrealistic version of the classic
story this week at Cache Valley’s Center for the Arts.
State Street Ballet, a performance
company from Santa Barbara, first
performed “Beauty and the Beast” in
2002. It was created as a full-length
show enjoyable for both adults and
kids, said David Eck, the production
coordinator and technical adviser.
“There’s both comedy and tragedy,” Eck said. “It’s very diverse. We
even have one of our principle male
dancers dressed up as one of the
stepsisters just to kind of liven it up
because it’s such an ugly woman, it’s
funny.”

Straying from the typical Disney
story, the production stays true to
the original version portrayed in the
book, said director and company
founder Rodney Gustafson.
“In America, we’ve been so traditionalized to think everything is Disney,” Gustafson said. “’Beauty and
the Beast’ was in existence as a story
way before Disney picked it up and
created the Disney version. This version holds a whole new take, so you
won’t be seeing dancing teacups.”
The show holds the same plot as
the version most people know: Beauty falls in love with Beast and deals
with her father while the Beast wants
something he feels he shouldn’t have
because of his ugliness. Gustafson
said that story is the same, but the
show is also a depiction of the company’s perspective. Kate Kadow, who

plays Beauty in the production, adds
to that perspective.
“It’s kind of a dream because Belle
was always my favorite Disney princess, so it’s close to my heart,” Kadow
said. “I think this one is cool because
it’s not the classic Disney version that
people know. It’s based on the original novel which makes it different
than the other ‘Beauty and the Beast’
that you’ve seen before. It stays true
to the original story.”
Kadow described the show as a
beautiful production with beautiful
music, designed to make the audience
feel something when watching it.
Gustafson said the emotional aspects
Annie Hall photos
of the show inspires viewers.
“It’s taking that energy to make PERFORMERS FROM SANTA BARBARA’S STATE STREET BALLET
dance company give life to a rendition of “Beauty and the Beast” based on the original
something beautiful that we can all

jSee BALLET, Page 5

novel. The show’s final performance is tonight at 7:30 at the Cache Valley Center
for the Arts.

AggieLife
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After 26 years, local seamstress continues to create custom costumes
4By Whitney Lewis
staff writer

A costumer squeals, “Oh my
gosh!” as she runs to the back of
Fantasyland Design to snag her
find — a hot pink-accented top
hat dressed with lace. Shelly Gallup, the costume shop owner
and seamstress, joins in her excitement: “I knew you’d love it.”
Gallup started Fantasyland
Design 26 years ago with her
husband, Dallas. Today, she single-handedly supports the business that provides costumes,
balloon decor, event consultation and sewing lessons.
Gallup’s road to Fantasyland
Design started with her love for
home economics classes. This
passion led her to the custom
sewing program at Brigham
Young University-Idaho where
she learned the skills to make the
authentic, unique costumes in
her store today. It also led her to
Dallas, who she met in her first
year at BYU-I.
After an eight-hour drive of
discussion while coming home
from Montana, she and Dallas
decided to open Fantasyland Design in 1988. Dallas worked as
a Santa Clause and they agreed
a costume shop would both incorporate Gallup’s talents and
complement his job. For eight
years, they ran their business
from their small apartment. In
1996, the couple expanded Fantasyland Design to its current lo-

Ballet
From Page 4

feel and emulate inside ourselves,” Gustafson said. “That’s
what theater is. It gives us a way
to reflect on who we are and
what our meaning is.”
Even if someone is not a big
fan of ballet or has never been
to a theater performance, Kadow said this as a great introduc-

Nick Carpenter photo
WIGS, MASKS AND COSTUMES line the walls of Fantasyland Design, a custom costume shop run by seamstress Shelly Gallup.

cation at 2530 N. 300 E. in North
Logan.
The couple found a home in
North Logan with a detached
building for their business. Gal-

lup said they never thought they
could fill those walls, but Fantasyland Design once housed
2,000 costumes. After selling
much of her merchandise, Gal-

tion to the arts for newcomers.
Eck said that though the show
is more mature to reach a wider
audience, the show still brings
comedy and the mystical feel to
the production, making it entertaining. It is also a great introduction to the arts for newcomers, Kadow said.
“Even if you’re not really into
classical ballet or anything like
that you can come to the show
and enjoy it for the theater
aspect and the acting and of

course maybe enjoy the dancing
and experience that, as well,”
she said. “You don’t have to like
ballet to like this show.”
The final showing of Beauty
and the Beast is tonight at 7:30
P.M. at Cache Valley’s Center for
the Arts on Main Street. Tickets
start at $25.
For more information, visit
cachearts.org.

Ghosts
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empty.
Whether or not actual ghosts reside in USU sorority or fraternity houses, the stories tie students
together, said Randy Williams, curator of Fife Folklore Archives.
“That’s the beauty of folk culture,” Williams
said. “We shape and we utilize legends and stories
to help us culturally understand the world around
us. People come back and told them about these
stories to create connections over time.”

Campus Ghosts
Organ music drifting from inside Old Main or piano music echoing through the Caine Performance
Hall may indicate the presence of two musicians
still practicing for performances that will never be.
Thurza Little, a talent pianist, would often play
“Rhapsody in Blue” on the grand piano in the college auditorium. However, a USU special collections report, “The Local Legends of Logan, Utah,”
tells how Little died of a rare, unnamed disease before graduating. Still, “Rhapsody in Blue” has been
heard playing in the performance hall when no one
is there.
“People reported that they will hear piano music
in the middle of the night, coming from the performance hall,” said Lynne McNeill, a folklore instructor and faculty adviser of the USU folklore society.
“Still playing, still practicing for the graduation
that she will never get to have.”
A similar story describes a woman, her name
unknown, destined to play the organ at the senior
prom, according to “The Legends of Logan, Utah.”
According to the special collections report, the unnamed woman would practice in the Old Main bell
tower. Though she never performed her piece while
alive, organ music can be heard coming from Old
Main on graduation night.
Campus ghost stories do more than make students reluctant to look at Old Main at night,
McNiell said. Hidden in the stories is the fear of
not progressing beyond college.
“The college experience is meant to be one step
on a path to somewhere else,” McNeill said. “This
is meant to be a time of learning and growth and
evolving and growing up and getting educated, and
they you move on from this and you are prepared
for whatever’s next. I think in a lot of campus ghost
stories you see the fear of not being able to move
on. Of being trapped in a limbo of almost adulthood.”

The Weeping Woman
It began on March 22, 1889. Julia Emelia Cronquist’s twin boys, Olif and Oliver, died the same
night. Five years later, another child died, Lilean,
who was only an infant. Seven years later, two more
children died. Cronquist, unable to cope with the
deaths of her children, would often go to their
graves and weep. When she died, her husband Olif
had a statue of a kneeling woman built to honor

— sadiejherrera@aggiemail.
usu.edu

her.
“The belief is that if you show up to that statue
at the right time you will see that she is crying real
tears or sometimes tears of blood,” McNeill said.
“People try to make this happen by going at the ritual times. You can go at midnight, on a full moon,
on Halloween. If you stand around the statue, you
know, make a circle around the statue with your
friends and say ‘weep, woman, weep,’ or ‘cry, lady,
cry,’ she will begin to actually cry real tears, and it’s
kind of creepy actually. I think they just cleaned
it so it might not show up as well, but it’s pretty
evident that there’s water staining all around her
eyes.”
Logan Canyon Ghosts
St. Anne’s Retreat, once owned by the Catholic
Church, sits abandoned. However, the tales that
the now-empty swimming pool was once the site
where nuns drowned their babies, are very much
alive.
“The swimming pool up at the retreat is really the epicenter of where it’s haunted,” McNeill
said. “Supposedly that’s where a lot of babies were
drowned. The story goes that one young nun that
was sent to the retreat because she was pregnant
didn’t want her baby to be drowned and fought
back and ended up being drowned herself. She
and ghosts of all these babies that were killed there
haunt this area, especially the swimming pool.”
Another ghost, Witch Hekeda, is known to reside in the canyon. The stories of Hekeda’s demise
vary. According to “The Legends of Logan, Utah,”
Hekeda was said to be a rich, but reclusive woman living alone in Logan Canyon. One night, two
burglars broke into Hekeda’s cabin, killed her and
stole her money. Another account says Hekeda was
tied to a tree and was left to be eaten by dogs.
“You can summon her if you drive up Logan canyon and pull off, I think it is Temple Fork, and what
you are supposed to do is get out of the car and take
your keys out of the ignition and put them on the
roof of your car and say her name three times,”
McNeill said. “So you would say, ‘Witch Hekeda,
Witch Hekeda, Witch Hekeda,’ and you know she is
approaching because you either see a green light or
because you see these glowing red lights and those
are the eyes of her dogs. So bizarrely detailed, but
we have so many records in the archives of people
who have seen this happen.”
The purpose of placing the keys on the vehicle’s
hood unclear, as is the reason cars often won’t start
once the witch is sighted.
“I don’t know why you have to take your keys
out of the ignition to summon her,” McNeill said.
“Maybe it’s a sign of good faith, because pretty
much all the stories say you have from the moment
you see her and she starts approaching you to grab
your keys, get back in the car and drive away as fast
as possible.”
Whether a skeptic or a believer, McNeill said reluctance still remains for many to engage in supernatural beliefs.
“A lot of people, even the ones that don’t believe
it, will say ‘better safe than sorry,’” McNeill said.
— katherine.l.larsen@gmail.com

lup now has 500 of her best costumes. Despite the drastic reduction, costumes, masks, wigs and
makeup fill the store.
Shortly after the move, Dallas

Films
From Page 4
contrast of a soundtrack
that will have everyone
singing along to “This is
Halloween,” “The Nightmare before Christmas” is
a great Halloween choice.
It even has the added bonus of reminding us that
Christmas is only a few
short months away.
4. “Ghostbusters” The
1984 classic about a group
of guys catching ghosts
and saving the world is an
easy choice. Bill Murray
and Dan Aykroyd take you
on a tale through New York
City that introduces the audience to classic characters
like Slimmer the Ghost and
Louis Tully. The comical
natural of this film makes it
a good one to sit and watch
with the family or a group
of friends. Plus, it might be
good to get a refresher on
your ghost-busting skills
with the recent announcement of a new installment
of the franchise coming in

passed away. This loss took a toll
on Gallup’s family and business.
Gallup said Dallas was the one
that interacted with customers
and showed them around the
the future.
3. “Warm Bodies” This
zombie film directed by
Jonathan Levine dropped
in 2013 and gave audiences a different interpretation
of the undead. Nicholas
Hoult stars as main zombie
“R” trying to figure out just
exactly who he was before
being infected and where
he fits in the new world.
This film is a great idea for
a date night. If you’re looking to have an enjoyable
evening for two and you
don’t want to scare your
date, Warm Bodies is an excellent choice.
2. “Zombieland” This fun
zombie film from 2009
is another great one for a
date night or a group of
friends. Columbus (Jesse Eisenberg) knows the
rules for staying alive in a
zombie-infested world and
meets up with Tallahassee
(Woody Harrelson), Wichita (Emma Stone) and Little Rock (Abigail Breslin).
The unlikely group bands
together in an attempt to
reach “Pacific Playland,”
a theme park rumored to

store. Since then, Gallup managed to carry the added responsibility and with Dallas’s picture
hanging by her, she showcases
her costumes and helps customers have fun as they become their
perfect fantasy.
Scott Lyle, a junior in pre-med
and first-time customer, was at
the store looking for a vampire
costume. He said the shop was
“really awesome” and had “all
the good quality stuff.” Quality
differentiates her store from the
commercial competitors, Gallup
said.
“People flock to Halloween
City instead of quality,” she said,
though some of her custom costumes sell at comparable prices. She said commercial stores
“have their place” in supplying the latest fad costumes she
doesn’t have.
“If someone wants unique
character costumes that are tried
and true, they can come to me,”
Gallup said.
The “average time [in the
store] is two hours of play” as
customers try on costumes, Gallup said.
A customer at the checkout
counter backs that claim up,”You have so many fun dresses,
I would spend hours trying them
on.”
— whitlewis7@gmail.com
Twitter: @whitlewis7
be zombie-free. Harrelson
gives a wonderful performance, and this film will
definitely give you some
laughs.

1. “Cabin in the Woods” I
know I said I’d try to avoid
the blood and gore, but
Drew Goddard’s “Cabin
in the Woods” is just too
good to pass up. This film
is about a group of friends
who choose to spend an
evening in the countryside.
Little do they know, they
are the annual offering to
the Ancient One, a spirit in
who presides in the earth.
This film’s interesting use
of classic Halloween characters will give you some
chills. Thanks to the writing
of Joss Whedon (“Buffy
the Vampire Slayer” and
“The Avengers”), you will
for sure have some laughs
along the way.

— Jay Wolin majors in
communications and started writing film reviews for
Utah Statesman this semester. He loves football, movies and comic books. Send
questions or comments to
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USU rodeo captain back in the saddle

photo courtesy of Amberley Snyder

4By Joe Baraiolo
staff writer

“I broke my back, I’m going
into surgery, pray for my legs.”
On Jan. 10, 2010, Amberley
Snyder left Logan, Utah on her
way to a stock show in Denver,
unaware that she would soon
face an obstacle that would put
her dreams on hold. Snyder, a
competitive horseback rider
and senior captain for Utah
State University’s rodeo team,
left in the early hours of the
morning, stopping briefly at
a gas station in Rawlins, Wyo.
Shortly after her stop, having
forgotten to re-fasten her seat
belt, Snyder glanced at her passenger seat to check her map.
By the time she looked back to
the road, her truck had drifted over a lane. Snyder tried to
correct her truck, but ended up
catching the dirt on the side of
the road.
“My truck started rolling,”
Snyder said, “it rolled seven
times, and during that I was

ejected and hit a fence post for the paramedics, she sent a
across my stomach.”
text out to her friends and famRemaining
conscious ily telling them what had hapthroughout the whole acci- pened, and that she was going
dent, Snyder sat in a snow into surgery.
bank looking at her truck and
“I broke my back, I’m going
her scattered
into surgery,
belongings on
pray for my
Amberley Snyder legs.”
the side of the
rodeo champion
road.
She
then
“I realized I
called
her
was thinking
father, Cory
ok,” Snyder
Snyder, to tell
said. “I looked
him what had
down and my
happened.
fingers and
Cory was in
moved
my
Hawaii coaching a baseball
fingers
on
team at the
both of my
time and dehands
and
scribed the
they
were
call as “the
fine. I looked
down at my toes and tried to worst call ever for a dad.”
move them, and nothing hap- Amberley was then airlifted
pened.”
to a hospital in Casper, Wyo.,
Snyder immediately realized where she had surgery on her
that something was wrong. back.
Ten minutes later, a stranger
After surgery, the doctors
stopped to help her and called told Amberley that the chancan ambulance. While waiting es of her feeling or moving

“

I looked down
at my toes and
tried to move
them, and
nothing
happened.

”

her legs again were “Slim to
none— but more to the none”.
Amberley said that even after
hearing that news, quitting the
sport that she loved was never
an option.
Amberley showed an interest
in horses from the time she was
little, and started riding when
she was just three years old.
“My mom realized that I
liked horses,” Amberley said.
“She really captured it and was
super supportive and found a
place for me to ride.”
Amberley started competing
in rodeo at age seven, when her
family moved to Utah from California. She has won seven saddles and over 70 buckles while
competing in barrel racing,
pole bending, goat tying and
breakaway roping. In 2009,
Snyder was named the Finals
and World All-Around Cowgirl
for the National Little Britches
Rodeo Association. While still
in the hospital, Snyder was trying to figure out how she was
going to ride again.

Amberley’s father was not
surprised at his daughter’s
willingness to get back on her
horse.
“Not being able to ride would
be worse than her not being
able to walk,” Cory said.
Though doctors told her that
she would not be able to ride
again, Amberley was back on
a horse four months after surgery.
“Figuring out how to stay balanced and centered, that was
the trickiest part,” Amberley
said. “My legs moved around
so much, my horse couldn’t figure out what I was asking.”
Amberley has a seatbelt that
keeps her on the saddle, a second strap that holds her legs
still, and a third strap that
holds her completely centered.
With the help of these straps,
Snyder was able to return to rodeo, competing in breakaway
roping, team roping, and taking first place in barrel racing
as a senior captain for Utah
State University’s rodeo team.

After surgery, Snyder was
listed as a ‘complete injury’,
meaning that there was no
chance of her ever walking or
having feeling in her legs. Two
days after surgery, Snyder felt
a spot on her leg, and she was
moved to ‘incomplete injury’.
Snyder has since regained sensation a little below her knees
and can move a few muscles.
She hasn’t put a timetable on
when she will walk again, saying that it’s “in God’s time.”
Amberley never doubted that
she would learn how to walk
again
“It’s not ‘if’ I’m going to walk,
it’s just when,” Amberley said.
“Only you can decide what
you’re capable of. There were
people the whole way putting
limits on me. If I want to do it,
I’m going to figure it out. Persevering through challenges is
something that everybody has
to do, that’s no different in my
situation.”

— joebaraiolo@gmail.com

Fourth-string quarterback Kent Myers to lead team
Brad Ferguson

Show me
the
scotsman

Dear Mr. USU Quarterback,
Hey Kent, it’s me, Brad. This
has been quite the season so
far, huh? Eight games down
the road with three QB’s
out, and now we’ve reached
number four. Yep, the fourth
quarterback on the team,
that’s you Mr. Myers.
Now let me tell you a little
something about this Utah
State team you’re going to be
playing for on Saturday. We

play hard, Kent. We’re a
team that has never backed
down from an opponent.
We’ve emerged from years
past of mediocrity to one
of the toughest squads in
the country. You’ve heard
of the Vigil brothers, haven’t you?
You were at the
BYU game this year, right
Kent? I was, and boy that
was something. Do you
remember how we played
as a team? There was so
much dominance in that
game, that BYU fans had to
leave in the third quarter just
to make room for all of the
dominance.
Can I call you Cowboy
Kent? Now don’t get it twisted, it’s not because you’re
from Texas and I’m just trying to be clever. I wish to call
you this because you now
have the reins of this offense
in your hands. Is your plan
to get on this powerful, well-

bred, finely-tuned steed, and
with all your might and glory,
tap its underbelly with your
toes and timidly mutter under your breath, “We can go
now”?
That’s not the Utah State QB
I know, and it never will be.
That’s not the quarter back
Sachse High School from the
great state of Texas knew either, is it Kent? High School
Kent Myers threw 42 touchdowns as well as rushing for
10 touchdowns, and that
was just senior year. Along
with that, you had five 300yard passing games, three
games in which you threw at
least five touchdown passes,
and you also rushed for 100
yards, twice.
Mr. Kent Myers, sir, you
are no fourth-string quarter
back, you are the next Aggie
Football hero. We all realize
you were still in high school

See MYERS, Page 7

Kylee Larsen photo
UTAH STATE QUARTERBACK Kent Meyers prepares to throw a ball against
UNLV Saturday. Myers entered Saturday’s game due to a Craig Harrison injury.
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Men’s soccer wins regional tournament
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Utah State Atheletics

Sports briefs
Gymnastics to host Halloween meet
The Utah State gymnastics team will host an intrasquad
Halloween meet on Friday at 6 p.m. in the HPER building to
prepare for their 2015 season. The Aggies will dress in costumes and be split into two teams for the meet. The team
will have its annual Meet the Aggies event in the Wayne Estes
center on Nov. 8. Their season officially starts on Jan. 9 with
a meet against Air Force at home.

Sharp on award watchlist

photo courtesy of men’s soccer team

4By Joe Baraiolo
staff writer

The USU Men’s soccer team won the
NIRSA Region 6 championship for the
first time in 12 years, beating Gonzaga
1-0 in the final in Ellensburg, WA.
They started group play Saturday with
a 1-1 draw against Boise State and beat
Central Washington 3-0 later that day.
The Aggies had a busy day Sunday, playing three games with only an hour break
between each game. Utah State beat

Myers
From Page 6

just five months ago, but you’re part
of Aggie Nation now. We’re pretty
awesome, and I’ll give you my personal guarantee that we’ll be at all
your games.
With a name like Cowboy Kent, you
must also realize you have a darn
good sheriff in these parts. Coach
Wells has confidence in you, your
teammates have confidence and I,

Washington State in the quarter-finals
1-0, Portland State 3-0 in the regional semi-final and Gonzaga 1-0 to take
home the NIRSA Region 6 Championship trophy. USU didn’t show any signs
of fatigue until the final game against
Gonzaga.
“It was exhausting,” said senior captain Matt Cannon. “Both teams were
pretty tired. It showed more with them,
they kept fouling us.”
Goalkeeper Landon Howard was
one of the stand-out performers of the
weekend, only allowing one goal during

the tournament. Weston Casey put away
a second half goal to give the Aggies the
lead, and locked up their first Regional
Championship in 12 years.
The Aggies head to the NIRSA National Tournament in Memphis, TN on
November 20-22 and look to bring more
hardware back to Logan. The last home
game of the year is Saturday against the
LDS Business College at 7 on Legacy
Fields.

along with every other true blue Aggie out there, have confidence in
you.
When you get to Hawaii, it’s your
time to ride that horse. I want Cowboy Kent to clutch the reins of this
USU offense, lay in deep with spurred
boots to the sides of that beast and
with all the manliness of Clint Eastwood’s beard combined with all the
power of John Wayne’s musk scream,
“Yeehaw! Let’s ride, boys!”
This will be the Legend of Cowboy
Kent as we know it, a man who never runs from battle or stutters in the
sight of fear. As long as you are on
this field, bowl eligible teams will

tremble at the sight of our name being on the same list.
As you ride off into the sunset Saturday night, us town folk will proudly
turn to our kin and speak the words,
“There goes Cowboy Kent, son.
There goes a Legend.”
With hopes of success and a prayer
in my heart,
-Your fellow Aggie (formerly known
as Buckaroo Brad).

— joebaraiolo@gmail.com

— Brad Ferguson is a Boston Bruins
fan studying avaiation technology at
Utah State University. Contact him
at brad.ferguson76@gmail.com or
tweet at him @bradferg47

Utah State prepares for regular season

Kylee Larsen photo
AGGIE BASKETBALL PLAYERS (L to R) Chris Smith, Sam Orchard, Darius Perkins and Elston Jones play in the Blue White
Scrimmage game Friday. Utah State will continue pre-season play in the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum on Halloween versus Texas A&M
International. On Nov. 7 they play Arkansas Fort-Smith also at home before the regular season home opener on Nov. 14 against
in-state rival Weber State.

Junior wide receiver Hunter Sharp has been added to the
2014 Biletnikoff Award Watch List. The Biletnikoff Award is
given to outstanding college football receivers. Fans can vote
once daily on the Biletnikoff Award Fan Vote page at http://
www.biletnikoffaward.com/fan-vote.

Harrison named America First
Student-Athlete of the Week
Senior quarterback Craig Harrison was named the America First Credit Union Utah State Student-Athlete of the Week.
This is the first time in his career that he has been named. In
the game against UNLV last weekend, Harrison’s career-high
three touchdowns, along with his career-high nine rushes
and 39 yards, helped lead the Aggies to a 34-20 win.

Nick Vigil honored for third time this
year
Sophomore linebacker Nick Vigil was named to the Paul
Hornung Award Honor Roll for his performance against
UNLV last weekend. This is his third time on the Honor Roll
this season. He had a team high 11 carries and a career-long
rush of 31 yards against the rebels.

Diaz named Mountain West Special
Teams Player of the Week
Senior placekicker Nick Diaz was named the Mountain
Special Teams Player of the Week, it was announced Monday. This is the second time in his career that he has been
recognized by a conference office, as the Western Athletic
Conference named him Special Teams Player of the Week in
2012. He is the third Aggie to be recognized by the Mountain
West Conference this season.
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Soapbox: Open minds
required to gain equality

“

Los Angeles Times
Daily Crossword

Mankind has
made so many
discoveries,
but there’s still
plenty of room
to progress.

”

1 Crawled, perhaps
5 Broadway show whose title
woman can “coax the blues
right out of the horn”
9 Renege, with “out”
12 Andalusian appetizer
13 Accord competitor
15 Hole starter
16 Postal service
18 __-pitch
19 Kanakaredes of “CSI: NY”
20 Plastered
22 Curled-lip look
23 Brigades, e.g.
25 The tar, in Spanish
27 Anonymous John
28 “The Black Cat” author
31 __ moss
32 Mountains dividing Europe
and Asia
35 With 37-Across, sentence
openings, and what the ends of
16-, 23-, 47-, and 57-Across can
be when rearranged
37 See 35-Across
40 Hop follower
41 Modest dress
42 NASCAR __
43 Lion or tiger

• All letters may be shortened,
edited or rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or
volume of similar letters.
• 
No anonymous letters will
be published. Writers must
sign all letters and include
a phone number or e-mail
address as well as a student identification number

(none of which is published).
Letters will not be printed
without this verification.
• Letters can be hand delivered
or mailed to The Statesman
in the TSC, Room 311, or can
be emailed to:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

45 Exercises begun in a supine
position
47 “You made your point”
50 “... if you want to __ man’s
character, give him power”:
Lincoln
54 Part of 56-Across
55 Eats pretzels, say
56 Google hit
57 Form small teams at school
60 What “I” may indicate
61 Common soccer score
62 Only
63 June honorees
64 Blind component
65 Breyers competitor
Down
1 Restrains
2 Like Madame Tussauds figures
3 Traditional temptation
4 “Manhattan” Oscar nominee
Hemingway
5 Galaxy gp.
6 Source of 20s, briefly
7 Harmful gas
8 One of the Brontës
9 Dishonorably dismissed
10 Bird that’s probably not wise
and certainly not old
11 Trudges

Opinions on this page (columns,
letters) unless otherwise identified
are not from Utah Statesman staff,
but from a wide variety of members of the campus community
who have strong opinions, just like
you. This is an open forum. Want
to write something? Contact:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

The staff

Across

The page

Letters to
the editor

I’m a Hoosier through and through, close by at No. 8. And here I am, the febut my roots are in Cache Valley. I have male editor-in-chief of a school newspaone grandparent from Smithfield, one per, apparently in the minority of some
big statistics.
from Hyrum and one
Before any of you jump
from Franklin, all three
up to fight me, let me say, I
graduates of Utah State.
Mariah Noble
respect the freedom each
My other grandparent
woman and man has to
grew up in Spanish Fork,
choose what she or he beand though her father
lieves to be the right path.
graduated from USU,
My mom got a great edwhen her time came,
From
ucation here at USU in the
she couldn’t afford it.
‘70s. She’s told me more
Sometimes when I
the
than once about a speaker
drive around the valley
chief
she heard while she was
in areas where the houses are fewer and farther
here. The female speaker
between, I imagine what
was preceded by a male
life was like for them
church leader whose task
growing up here: more
was to introduce her but
agriculturally based, less
also added in his opinion
focused on technolothat women at Utah State
gy. I debate with myself
should be looking for huswhether it was a simpler time, as so many bands and if there were any who were
like to say. Since then, mankind has made there for another reason, he invited them
so many discoveries, but there’s still plen- to leave. Though my mother was off-put
ty of room to progress.
by the remark, thankfully she stayed to
There’s a Sabrina the Teenage Witch hear Shirley Cazier tell the audience she
episode — I’ve been on a kick lately —
was
dishear tened
where she conjures up this thing called
Mariah Noble
he’d made
a Time Ball, and she’s suddenly living
that remark.
in the ‘60s. For a while it’s great. On
EIC
Education
the surface everyone’s into peace and
was
imlove and taking it easy, but below that
portant for
there’s this barrier standing in the way
ever yone
of equality. Girls can’t wear pants to
but espehigh school. Girls can’t apply for the
cially womsame colleges as boys. Girls can’t be
en.
She
editors of their school newspaper.
stressed
It sounds absurd when you think
that some
about it, but my parents would have
would nevbeen going to school at that time. My
er
marparents were raised in an era where
ry, others
those kinds of ideals were generally accepted, along with several other philoswould need
ophies that are simply wrong. Those
extra
finances, and
grandparents were attending my same
college at a time when the ideologies so on. Even if some had a goal to be stayof society were even more constricting. at-home moms, they ought to be preIt’s so strange for me to think about that. pared to take care of themselves.
I always assumed my mom worked beWe’ve come so far.
And yet, here we are in the state of cause it was what she wanted to do, but I
Utah, ranked the “worst state for wom- learned a few years ago that she would
en” in an article on 24wallst.com, along
with my beloved home state of Indiana jSee GENDER, Page 9

13 Fit __ fiddle
14 One way to think
17 Mesmerized
21 Porcine sniffer
23 Kazakhstan border sea
24 Collecting Soc. Sec.
26 Arthur who won a Tony for
5-Across
28 IBM 5150s, e.g.
29 Furniture wood
30 Inner circles, in astronomy
models
33 Coach Parseghian
34 ‘60s hallucinogen
36 Old Bristol-Myers toothpaste
37 Beer choice
38 College email ending
39 Extreme summit
41 Former space station
44 “Solve __ decimal places”
45 Reddish-brown horse
46 Bagel choice
47 Eat loudly
48 Main artery
49 Mars pair
51 Drew back
52 NFL analyst Bradshaw
53 Beasts of burden
55 St. Louis-to-Chicago dir.
58 Place to see RVs
59 NFL mistake

Editorial Board:
Jeffrey Dahdah
Manda Perkins
Noelle Johansen
Katherine Lambert
Logan Jones
Kalen Taylor
Mikayla Kapp
Kylee Larsen
Emily Duke

Editor-in-Chief:
Mariah Noble
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I’m a Hoosier through and through, but
my roots are in Cache Valley. I have one
grandparent from Smithfield, one from
Hyrum and one from Franklin, all three
graduates of Utah State. My other grandparent grew up in Spanish Fork, and though her
father graduated from USU, when her time
came, she couldn’t afford it.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

USU GAME-STAY
AVAILABILITY! OLD ROCK
CHURCH BED & BREAKFAST.
Book online at oldrockchurch.
com or call (435) 752-3432.

Opinions&More

Sometimes when I drive around the valley in areas where the houses are fewer and
farther between, I imagine what life was like
for them growing up here: more agriculturally based, less focused on technology.
I debate with myself whether it was a simpler time, as so many like to say. Since then,
mankind has made so many discoveries, but
there’s still plenty of room to progress.
There’s a Sabrina the Teenage Witch episode — I’ve been on a kick lately — where
she conjures up this thing called a Time Ball,
and she’s suddenly living in the ‘60s. For a
while it’s great. On the surface everyone’s
into peace and love and taking it easy, but
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Friday
Partly cloudy

Thursday, Oct. 30
•

•
•

Exhibitions ‘Black Mountain College: Shaping
Craft + Design’ and ‘Relational Forms’ | Nora
Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, 10 a.m.
We Are Such Stuff as Dreams are Made On |
Chase Fine Arts Center at USU | 10 a.m.
The Game of Love and Chance | Black Box
Theatre | Price: $8 - $13, 7:30 p.m.

•
•
•

Trick or Treat for Canned Goods | Pi Kappa
Alpha | Free, 4:45 p.m.
Fry Street Quartet | Performance Hall | $5$10, 7:30 p.m.
The Game of Love and Chance | Black Box
Theatre | Price: $8 - $13, 7:30 p.m.
Halloween Dance | LDS Institute | Free,
9 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 1
•

Exhibitions ‘Black Mountain College: Shaping
Craft + Design’ and ‘Relational Forms’ | Nora
Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, 10 a.m.

Monday, Nov. 3
•
•

Toddler Story Time | North Logan City Library |
Free, 10:10 a.m.
Learn to Skate | George S. Eccles Ice Center |
$40, 4:45 p.m.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

See more at usustatesman.com/events

Monday
Sunny

Sunday
Rainy

Saturday
Rainy

Friday, Oct. 31
•

46/27

45/28

63/34

Today is Thursday, Oct. 30, 2014. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is published especially
for Jordan Michaelis, a sophomore majoring in
computer engineering from Tremonton, Utah.

The Sudoku Source of “The Utah Statesman”.

Thursday
Sunny

73/43

prizesudoku.com

70/37
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Play Sudoku and win prizes at:

Thursday, Oct. 30, 2014

